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Introduction
Outreach programs are cornerstones in promoting space  

biomedical research. 

In 1992, with the first Japanese astronaut going to space, the 
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency(JAXA) commenced a series 

of education and outreach programs.

Outreach programs have helped educate and motivate people of
all ages about the wonder of the microgravity environment and its

effects on living organisms.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Outreach programs are cornerstones in promoting space biomedical research. In 1992, with the first Japanese astronaut going to space, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency(JAXA) commenced a series of outreach programs to help educate and motivate people of all ages about the wonder of the microgravity environment and its effects on living organisms.




Education and Outreach in JAXA


 
Space Education Center


 

Stimulating children’s curiosity toward the nature, universe 
and life



 
Human Space Systems & Utilization Mission 
Directorate


 
ISS Utilization Center

• Managing ISS resources


 
ISS PAO

• Supporting educational events


 
J-SBRO

• Promoting space biomedical research
• Supporting space medicine 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
To teach students about the uniqueness of  the space environment and its effects on living organisms, ISS utilization in education is very much encouraged. 

For example Dr. Furukawa who is a Japanese astronaut with a medical background, scheduled  to fly in space in June 2011, will host the “Challenge of the Space Medicine” event. In this event, the effects of space environments on a  human body and the importance of its research will be explained. Not only flight-based  but also ground-based events have been planed and conducted.




Space Education Center

Promotion  Structure in JAXA for ISS Educational  
 Utilization

PRESIDENT

Space Education Center

JAXA Space Education  
Material  Development  

Committee
Secondary School teachersStudents, Teachers, and Education 

Volunteers

Formal and Informal Education

Human Space Systems &
Utilization Mission Directorate
·ISS/Kibo operation
·Coordination with NASA
·Implementation of educational

events
·Public relation
·Asia Office(newly opened)

Request of
Educational
Events 

Outputs
from ISS



PRINCIPLES of Space Education CenterPRINCIPLES of Space Education Center

1. Stimulate the curiosity of children,                       
cultivate their challenging spirit, and                         
inflame their passion to pursue craftsmanship.
→

 
“Spirit of Never Give-Up”

2. Heighten the children’s awareness of the 
importance of life and their responsibilities in the 
society.

→
 

“Preciousness of Life”

Use the attractive space materials, 
with positive influence on the minds of children to:

Space Education Center 5

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Our Center uses space subjects and materials to get young people more interested not only in science and technology but also in many other things in our life.
We want young people to see the links between space and the nature, life, history, culture, civilizations and our future.
And, we continue to follow these principles in carrying out our activities.
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Formal Education
Support

Assist in 
developing 
teaching plans, 
teaching and 
learning materials 
in classrooms

Develop unique 
programs for 
various levels for 
primary and 
secondary  school 
students to learn in 
a progressive 
manner

Collaborations 
within the 
frameworks of 
ISEB and APRSAF 
and with UNESCO 
and other UN 
entities, ISU, etc.

Informal Education 
Support

International 
Activities

Home Education 
Support

Develop education 
materials for 
parents and 
children to conduct 
simple 
experiments at 
home

JAXA Space Education Center      
Major Activities

JAXA Space Education Center      
Major Activities

Space Education Center



 OBJECTIVE: TO EXPAND SPACE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES USING
THE EXISTING FRAMEWORK FOR SPACE COOPERATION

 STRATEGIES:
 Focus on primary and secondary school teachers and children
 Support education initiatives taken within the framework of 

Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum (APRSAF)
 Support developing countries in other regions through initiatives by

UNESCO and other UN entities and development agencies, e.g. JICA
 Maintain cooperation with space-faring nations in space education

through International Space Education Board (ISEB)
Contribute to send Japanese students to ISU every year

Space Education Center

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
JAICA: Japan International Cooperation Agency

http://edu.jaxa.jp/blog/images/P1020966.html


JAXA Try Zero G

Magic Carpet

How to  use 
the Eyewash?

Water Gun

Newton’s Law
Conservation of 
momentum

Paper Plane
Powerful women



Area of Research in JAXA Space Biomedical 
Research Office (J-SBRO)

Physiological Countermeasures
• Bone: Bisphosphonate 
• Exercise, Nutrition
• Cardiovascular System
• Autonomic Nerve System
• Circadian RhythmsPsychological Support

• Stress Management
Cosmic Radiation
• Measurement
• Biological Effect

Environment of Spacecraft
• Off Gases monitoring system
• Micro-organisms Assessment

Medical Systems
• Devices
• Onboard Diagnostic System
• Communication system

Moon Base Frontier Medicine 
• Walking Behavior
• Dust 
•Telemedicine

International Space Station
(ISS)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thanks to the International Space Station(ISS) which equips a Japanese Experiment Module “Kibo”, we expect more Japanese Astronauts in space. Thus, the JAXA Space Biomedical Research Office (J-SBRO) was founded in 2007. This office supports human space flight by expanding its focus from clinical medicine to include basic research which can elucidate the mechanisms of the problems encountered in space. There are 5 research areas: Physiological Countermeasures, Psychological Support, On-orbit Medical Systems, Cosmic Radiation, and  Module Environment. J-SBRO outreach programs play an  important role in enhancing and promoting biomedical research by explaining the contents of research to the public, developing educational materials for students and exchanging its ideas with other organizations. 




J-SBRO Outreach Programs 
J-SBRO outreach programs play an  important role in enhancing and 
promoting biomedical research by:
 Explaining the contents of research to the public
 Developing educational materials for students
 Exchanging its ideas with other organizations

Exercise

Nutrition

Vestibular Organ Bone Density

Cardiovascular System

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
J-SBRO outreach programs play an  important role in enhancing and promoting biomedical research by explaining the contents of research to the public, developing educational materials for students and exchanging its ideas with other organizations. 




Upcoming educational event using space flight 
“Challenge of the Space Medicine”

Dr. Furukawa


 
scheduled  to fly in June  8 (JST), 

2011 

 will stay in ISS for 6 month

10 topics
1.Neutral posture in space

2.Two fingers point matching

3.Up and down sense

4.Nystagmus in space

5.Space adaptation syndrome

6.BP in arm and leg

7.Body size measurement

8.Height change and lumbago

9.No walk effect on sole’s skin

10.Light flash

The effects of space environments on a  human body and the 
importance of its research will be explained.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
To teach students about the uniqueness of  the space environment and its effects on living organisms, ISS utilization in education is very much encouraged. 

For example Dr. Furukawa who is a Japanese astronaut with a medical background, scheduled  to fly in space in June 2011, will host the “Challenge of the Space Medicine” event. In this event, the effects of space environments on a  human body and the importance of its research will be explained. Not only flight-based  but also ground-based events have been planed and conducted.

10 topics
Neutral posture: natural posture in space
Two fingers point matching:
Up and down sense: Spatial Orientation
Nystagmus in space:
Motion sickness: sickness: Space adaptation syndrome
BP in arm and leg
Body size measurement: Fluid shift effect
Height change and lumbago:
Soles' skins: no walk effect on skin
Light flash:





If you can dream it,
you can do it !

Education enables us 
to envision and pursue 
our dreams

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen







If you can dream it,
you can do it.

Take one step closer at a time towards to your dream.

The education you provide every day enables us envision and pursue our dreams.



Slide-42 Future
STS-95 indeed gave us a unique opportunity to collect valuable information, which would otherwise not be available for a while, since there is no current plan to fly other elderly crewmembers. 
 
The experience of flying an elderly person safely in space has expanded the envelope of NASA’s capability in operational medicine too.
 
Upon the completion of the International Space Station, more and more people of diverse age will live and work in space. 
 
In fact, by the year 2050, 100 million Americans will be 65 or older and 18.9 million will be 85 or older.
 
As a result, space flight may significantly augment earth-based research to give us a very unique opportunity to further investigate the similarities and differences between aging and space flight for the benefit of both groups.
 
The ISS will soon provide us international laboratories in microgravity environment. 
 
Scientists of diverse ages, sex, and specialties from diverse corners of the world will be provided with yet another unique environment to acquire greater knowledge for the benefit of our global people.
 
US-Japan corporation/ ISS)
SLIDE: ISS
Turning to US JAPAN Corporation and future of the Space program,
 
NASDA currently has 8 Japanese Astronauts, 5 in Houston and 3 presently under training in Japan. 
 
To date, 4 Japanese Astronauts have flown a total of 5 missions onboard the US Space Shuttle since 1992.  And 2 more will fly within a year. 
 
Japan is also participating in the International Space Station, or ISS program, as an international partner with NASA and 16 other countries. 
 
Japan will provide to ISS, the Japanese experiment Module (JEM) which is a laboratory in Space to conduct a variety of experiments such as material science, life science, earth and planetary observation and more.
 
It will be launched by the US Space Shuttle in the year 2002 and will be fully operational as a laboratory by year 2005.  
 
Thanks to the advanced science and technology of the 20th century, space itself has now become a viable place for us to work. 
 
We expect to have more Japanese astronauts, engineers, and scientists working in Houston and other places in the USA in future. 
 
(ISS will be a blend of culture)
With the ISS, Astronauts from different countries will appreciate the similarities of their cultures and will learn new things from their differences.
 
Such as we are in New York and else where, we are many from different cultures, and learning from each other right here on Earth. 
 
ISS will be a blend of many cultures, and, I hope we will be able to better accept and embrace that  “ In the end, ----- we all, are of “ one world “and as such, “ one people”.
 
(Spiritual spin-off of the space program)
I choose to partake in our Space Program because I believe that the manned space program contributes to the development of science and technology for the benefit of all people, as well as promotes international cooperation.
 
I choose to partake in our Space Program because I believe that it greatly enhances the education of our young people by teaching them the importance of dream, of science and technology, of teamwork and of being a more conscious member of our international society here on this, our planet earth.
 
I choose to partake in our Space Program because I believe that the space program makes us aware that this small planet is the only place for humans to live.  We need to cooperate with each other and share as well as protect our precious Earth, for our children and ourselves. 
 
Although it is not visible, I would like to say that this awareness which I call a "spiritual spin-off" is one of the most beneficial from the space program.  For without awareness, nothing comes into being
 
Closing
On a personal note, I am grateful to have had an opportunity to journey into space.  As an earthling once again, I feel that my good fortune yet continues.  
 
I am always aware that life is much too short and indeed precious.  There are so many things that I want to do. 
 
Though with a hidden flavor of disappointments and challenges, I truly appreciate that my life is blessed with so much joy and good fortune. 
 
The most valued part of my life is that I have lived, met, and worked amongst wonderful people ----- my family, dear friends, old and new colleagues. With them all I have been able to share my prospective and my dream and way of thinking. 
It was these very people, who encouraged and fortified within me the concept, " if you can dream it, you can do it".  
Being invited here today, I welcome the opportunity to personally extend my heartfelt gratitude to all of you in this room.It was your support and encouragement that shouldered me throughout my quest to seek out new
knowledge.  
And I thank you.
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